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Base Price

$349,990 3 Beds | 2 Baths | 2 Garage

About This Plan
If you're looking for single-floor living without sacrificing the space of a two-story, the Carolina Place is the home

you've been dreaming of! Arrive in the foyer and your view into the living area is framed by a graceful arch. Don't

forget to add the ceiling trim and fireplace for even more drama! The open concept, flexible plan gives you the

space you need to live and entertain while still keeping things cozy and convenient. A huge rectangular island

provides space to work, and a dinette makes space for informal dining. Don't forget to add the morning room for

even more room to entertain. Off the great room, nearby yet still separate, an arch leads to the owner's suite. The

owner's bedroom, with its standard tray ceiling, feels elegant yet welcoming, while the owner's bath features dual

vanities, a large shower and compartmentalized water closet. Not one but two walk-in closets mean you'll have

plenty of storage space. Add the extended owner's suite for even more room in your private retreat. The optional

covered porch fits nicely into the rear of the home and brings the outdoors in. The secondary bedroom wing

provides private access, while a mud room and closet off... *Prices shown generally refer to the base house and do

not include any optional features. Photos and/or drawings of homes may show upgraded landscaping, elevations…

and optional features and may not represent the lowest-priced homes in the community.

About This Community
If you're looking for single-floor living without sacrificing the space of a two-story, the Carolina Place is the home

you've been dreaming of! Arrive in the foyer and your view into the living area is framed by a graceful arch. Don't

forget to add the ceiling trim and fireplace for even more drama! The open concept, flexible plan gives you the

space you need to live and entertain while still keeping things cozy and convenient. A huge rectangular island

provides space to work, and a dinette makes space for informal dining. Don't forget to add the morning room for

even more room to entertain. Off the great room, nearby yet still separate, an arch leads to the owner's suite. The

owner's bedroom, with its standard tray ceiling, feels elegant yet welcoming, while the owner's bath features dual

vanities, a large shower and compartmentalized water closet. Not one but two walk-in closets mean you'll have

plenty of storage space. Add the extended owner's suite for even more room in your private retreat. The optional

covered porch fits nicely into the rear of the home and brings the outdoors in. The secondary bedroom wing

provides private access, while a mud room and closet off... *Prices shown generally refer to the base house and do
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